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Introduction

This review summarizes existing formalisms for
the quantitative
analysis of biological specimens,
and
considers
the analysis
of bulk specimens,
microdroplets,
homogenates, and thin or ultrathin
sections,
respectively.
For (ultra)thin
sections,
one may use
elemental
ratios
for
semi-quantitative
analysis,
measure
elemental
concentrations
as mmol/volume
using peripheral
standards,
or as mmol/kg using the
continuum method.
Often it is physiologically
more
relevant
to know the concentration
of ions as
mmol/kg water.
This can be achieved by analysing
the specimen first in the frozen-hydrated
state and
then again after freeze-drying,
or by using a peripheral standard.
Attention
has to be given to the
selection
of a proper preparative
method to ensure
biologically
relevant
quantitative
results.
Quantitative
analysis
of sections
of freeze-dried,
embedded tissue will, due to tissue shrinkage
during
freeze-drying
and incomplete
penetration
of resin,
result
in data that are intermediate
between
"wet
weight" concentrations
and "dry weight" concentrations.
Analysis
under
cold-stage
conditions
may
generally
be expected
to reduce mass loss during
analysis.

This brief review has two purposes.
The first
is to summarize existing
formalisms for the quantitative analysis
of biological
specimens,
with some
exposition
of the physical premises underlying
each
approach.
The second purpose is to consider certain
problems
of biological
significance,
specifically
to
note ways in which measurements
may be formally
correct but biologically
ambiguous.
Analytical

Formalisms

Rudiments
Fig. 1, a greatly simplified sketch of an X-ray
spectrum identifies
the magnitudes
on which quantitative
X-ray microanalysis
is based.
The crosshatched area Px is the number of observed counts of
a characteristic
radiation
from some element x. The
area Bx is the number of background
counts under
the peak.
The area W' is the number of X-ray
counts obtained
in some other (peak-free)
band of
the spectrum.

counts

Key Words: quantitative
X-ray microanalysis,
tissue,
thin sections,
continuum
method, extraneous
continuum, dry mass fraction, wet weight concentrations,
frozen-hydrated
samples,
freeze-dried
embedded
samples, radiation
damage.
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X-ray quantum energy
Fig. 1: Simplified
P x : peak count,
continuum count
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Analysis of Bulk Specimens
In first approximation
Cx, the mass fraction of
an element x (often expressed
in mmol of x per kg
of specimen) is

of course be absent from the specimen).
One may
then determine concentrations
from the equation

(1)

where Px and Pr are signals obtained from the diluted specimen; C'x is the concentration
of element x
in the homogenate
prior
to dilution,
C'r is the
concentration
of element r in the reference
solution,
and kxr is the relative sensitivity
of the instrument
for the two characteristic
X-rays.
kxr may be obtained from any thin standard
containing
x and r in
known proportion.

(5)

where the subscript
s refers
to a standard.
If
standard
and specimen are similar in mean atomic
number, Eq. (1) can be quite satisfactory.
Closer
approximations
can be obtained with corrections
for
atomic number, absorption,
and fluorescence
effects
(Reed, 1975; Marshall, 1982).
Bulk biological
specimens
often have irregular
surfaces,
giving rise to substantial
absorption
effects
which are impervious
to the usual
corrections.
Statham and Pawley (1978) have therefore introduced
a different
formula,

Analysis of Thin or Ultrathin
Sections
Elemental Rat10s: In thm specimens, the relative
concentration
of two elements x and y can be obtained from:

(2)

(6)

where fx is a quantity
determined
from a standard.
Since the characteristic
radiation
and the radiation
observed
under
the peak have similar
quantumenergy,
these
radiations
should undergo
similar
absorption
and the ratio Px/Bx should be nearly
unaffected
by absorption
within irregular
objects.
Probe electrons
lose energy and are scattered
as they penetrate
a bulk
specimen,
leading
to
changes
in the relative
excitation
efficiencies
for
characteristic
radiation
and underlying
continuum
background
and changes in the angular distribution
of the background.
For irregular
objects
these
effects may disturb the constancy
of Px/Bx, but Eq.
(2)
is generally
some improvement
on Eq.
(1)
(Boekestein
et al., 1984).
A less accurate
version
of Eq. ( 2) has been
used by Zs.-Nagy et al. (1977):

where

kxy is as defined above (see Eq. (5)).
Measurement
of
mmol/volume
(Peripheral
Standard):
The elemental signal Px from a microarea
m a thm section is proportional
to mx, the local
amount of element x per unit area.
Hence, in
comparison
with a standard
(subscript
s),

(7)
Concentration
C'x (mmol/volume),
local thickness
and elemental
mass per area mx (expressed
mmol / area) are related by

(8)

C'x = mxlt
Substitution

of Eq.

(8)

into Eq.

t,
in

(7)

gives

(9)
(3)

Hence if the sectioned
material
is part of
specimen block and is sectioned
together
with
specimen,
so that one may assume that t = ts,

(with W' defined as in Fig. 1).
Again, the background factor is introduced
to gain some compensation
for
absorption
effects
within
irregular
specimens.

C'x = C'xs

Analysis of droplets
Microdroplets,
deposited
on film or bulk
support, can be analysed (Roinel and De Rouffignac,
1982) by means of the equation
C'x = C'xs

Px/Pxs

Px/Pxs

the
the
(10)

In the case of frozen-dried
cryosections,
it
must also be assumed that standard and specimen do
not shrink,
or that they shrink to the same degree
on freeze-drying
(otherwise
shrinkage
would affect
mx and mxs and Eq. (7) would not validly refer to
the mass thicknesses
existing prior to dehydration).
von Zglinicki et al. (1987) have shown that the
assumptions
underlying
the method can be satisfied,
at least for a model system of mitochondria
isolated
in an albumin medium, and Eq. (10) has been the
basis
of the very extensive
series
of biological
studies in the Munich Physiology
Department
(Rick
et al., 1982).
Measurement
of mmol/kg (Continuum
Method):
The local mass-fraction
of an element x is equal to
mx/m where mx is mass of element x per unit area
and m is total mass per unit area.
On physical
grounds

(4)

The symbol C' denotes
mmol of element per unit
volume. The procedure
depends on the deposition of
separate,
equal-volume
droplets
of specimen
and
standard,
and the area of scan must remain fixed and
must completely enclose each measured deposit.
Droplets
are often analysed by means of diffracting
spectrometers.
In this case "P" refers to
the
background-corrected
characteristic
count
obtained at the optimum setting of the diffractor.
Analysis of Homogenates
Davies and Morgan (1976) have used a dilution
technique
to measure
mmol of element
per unit
volume in tissue homogenates.
The sample is mixed
with an equal volume of solution containing
a known
concentration
of a reference
element r (which must

k mx

( 11)

and

w
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Here k and c are instrumental
constants.
W is the
continuum count generated in the specimen, i.e., the
total continuum
count W' of Fig. 1 corrected
for
continuum
generated
outside
the specimen.
From
crude physical theory (Kramers, 1923), the relative
efficiency
of continuum generation
G is

in Biology

conceive of Mt as consisting
of a mass of water Mw
plus a non-aqueous
(or "dry") mass Md, Then Mt =
Mw + Md; the "dry mass fraction"
is
(15)
and the "aqueous

fraction"

is

(13)
(16)
where Z is atomic number and A is atomic weight.
From Eqs. (1) and (12) the mass fraction
mxlm
converted
to mass fraction
Cx in mmol/kg can be
expressed
as

If, further,
the analysed region contains an amount
Mx mmol of element x, then the concentration
Cxh•
mmol of x per kg "wet" is

(14)

(17)

where the subscript s refers to a thin standard.
The
major advantage of Eq. (14) is that in thin sections
the quantities
P / W should be independent
of thickness, so no assumptions
about section thickness
or
uniformity
are needed.
The main disadvantage
in the use of Eq. (14) is
the problem of measuring W, i.e., correcting
adequately for exogenous continuum.
Successful
correction procedures
have been spelled out by Roomans
(1980) and by Nicholson et al. (1982). A secondary
question is the adequacy of Eq. (13).
While it is
certainly
inaccurate
(Fiori et al., 1986; Chapman et
al., 1983) in practice the associated errors are small,
at least in biological soft tissues where the encountered variations
in mean atomic number are generally
slight.
Finally,
Eq. ( 14) requires
the analyst to
guess the value of G for the tissue matrix in the
analysed
microvolume.
This is not an important
drawback
as G does not vary much among typical
organic materials (Hall, 1979).
Measurement
of mmol /kg with Mass Normalisation by Means of Electron
Signals: In ultrathin
sections the X-ray continuum signal W may be weak,
both in absolute
terms and (depending
on the
geometry of the instrument)
in comparison with the
exogenous continuum.
As an alternative
means of
mass normal-sation,
several electron
signals have
been used: attenuation
of the transmitted
electron
beam (Halloran et al., 1978; Ilyin and Poszgai, 1979;
Linders et al., 1982); attenuation
of the zero-loss
peak in the electron energy-loss
spectrum (Leapman
et al., 1984); intensity
of backscattered
electrons
(Linders and Hagemann, 1983); and the intensity
of
transmitted
dark field electrons
(Zierold, 1988).
Like the continuum signal, the backscattered
electron
signal has the advantage of linear proporionality
to specimen mass per unit area, but the
signal intensity
may be too weak for fully quanitative
scanning
of ultra thin sections
(LeFurgey,
personal
communication).
The attenuation
signals
have provided excellent results in homogenous model
systems, but the signals are exponentially
related to
specimen
mass per unit area.
Consequently
the
assumed relationship
between signal and mass may be
erroneous
if the specimen is inhomogeneous on the
scale of the sampling area of the electron
beam
(Hall, 1988). The dark-field
signal should be nearly
proportional
to mass per unit area in ultra-thin
sections (Zierold, 1988) and it may be more intense
than the backscattered-electron
signal.
Measurement of Dry-Mass Fraction and mmol /
water: If an analysed
region or microregion
in a
hydrated
specimen has a total mass Mt, one may

The concentration

Cxd• mmol of x per kg "dry"

is
(18)

and the concentration
water is

C"x,

mmol of x per

kg of
(19)

Manipulation

of Eqs.

(15)-(19)

readily

gives

For elements which are present
almost entirely
in
the aqueous phase, C"x is the concentration
most
interesting
to physiologists.
Eq. (20) shows how the
electron-microprobe
determination
of C"x depends on
local determination
of fd,
One way to measure the local dry-mass fraction
in a tissue compartment is to analyse the compartment first in the frozen-hydrated
state, and again
after freeze-drying.
The combination of Eqs. (15),
(17), and (18) shows that for any element x
( 21)
This method for the determination
of fd has been
applied to bulk specimens by Zs.-Nagy et al. (1982)
and to frozen-hydrated
sections by Gupta and Hall
(1981).
By means of the peripheral -standard
scheme
(see above), one can also determine fd from measurements on frozen-dried
cryosections
alone, without
using any data from the frozen-hydrated
state.
The
relevant equation is
fd = fds (W/G)/(W/G)s

(22)

Often the efficiency
of continuum generation
G is
taken to be the same in specimen and reference
material so that Eq, (22) reduces to
fd = fds W/Ws

(23)

Eq. (23) gives fd absolutely if the reference material
(subscript
s) is a peripheral standard with known fds;
or the equation may be used to give relative values
of fd for adjacent compartments within a section, for
example in a mitochondrion
compared to adjacent
cytoplasm.
In fact the logic underlying
Eq. ( 23) is quite
the same as that of Eq. (10), only with the continuum radiation as a measure of dry mass taking the
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place of a characteristic
signal as a measure of an
elemental
amount.
Exactly
the same restrictions
apply with respect to uniformity of section thickness
and effects
of shrinkage.
The method has been
validated by von Zglinicki et al. (1987).
Preparative

Procedure

affect
measurements
of mmol/~
in sections
of
freeze-dried
embedded blocks.
Consider a microregion in a hydrated tissue, containing
Mx mmol of
element x and Mt kg of tissue, including
aqueous
mass Mw and "dry" mass Md. The concentration
of
element x in mmol/kg is

and Interpretation

Cx = MxlMt = Mx/(Md+Mw) =

M

X/ (Md+PwVw/24)

where Pw is the density of water (about 1 mg/mm 3 )
and Vw is the volume of water in the microregion.
If the bulk specimen
is freeze-dried,
the local
concentration
Cx (mmol/kg dry) will become

The formulae above generally
provide
measurement of elemental concentrations
as they exist at
the time of analysis.
But one must recogmze
that
even if the measurements
are technically
perfect,
they may not provide the desired biological information. The specimen preparative
procedure may be
unsuitable.
Some problems of this kind are discussed
here:
A. If one wants to measure elemental concentrations in matrix-free extracellular
spaces, specimens
should be analysed frozen-hydrated.
Freeze-drying
of a block or a cryosection
must inevitably
redistribute the contents of such spaces.
And it seems
very doubtful that the distributions
can be preserved
during freeze-substitution.
B. Even in intracellular
spaces, freeze-drying
obviously must displace ions to some extent.
The
displacements
may exceed the excellent
analytical
spatial
resolution
available
in some modern instruments
(about 10 nm), frustrating
the genuine
achievement of such resolution in biological studies.
C. If one is concerned with mmol of element/kg
of water, the measurement
of mmol/kg in freezedried cryosections
may be a misleading guide unless
dry-mass fraction is measured as well. For example,
suppose one wishes to determine the effect of ageing
on mmol of sodium/kg
of water in rat liver cells.
Measurements on freeze-dried
sections might show a
decrease with age in mmol Na/kg dry weight.
But
the basic effect of ageing might be an increase
in
dry mass fraction fd; Eq. (20) shows that an increase
in fd could quite possibly
lead to a decrease
in
measured mmol Na/ dry kg (Cxd) with no change in
mmol Na/kg water (C"x).
D. Tissue sections may be prepared for microanalysis by the freeze-drying
of a specimen block,
following by embedding and sectioning.
Ideally one
wishes that dehydration
would leave all microstructures with unchanged
dimensions and that all water
spaces would subsequently
be completely filled by the
embedding medium. Actually dehydration
procedures
can produce gross shrinkage
(Boyde et al., 1977;
Boyde and Maconnachie,
1979a,b; Boyde and Franc,
1981), and dimensional changes in some compartments
must be even greater than the overall average.
Also
the embedding medium may not uniformly fill all of
the "water space".
We consider here how quantitative analysis must be affected by shrinkage
and by
the presence of the embedding medium.
If freeze-drying
causes a block of tissue to
shrink, it thereby increases
the concentrations
C'x
(mmol /volume)
since
unchanged
amounts
of the
elements x come to occupy a smaller volume.
When
C 'x is measured by the peripheral-standard
method
(possibly using the embedding medium as a peripheral
standard,
as described
by Pallaghy,
1973) the
concentrations
obtained
in units of mmol/volume
must be the concentrations
after shrinkage,
not the
original values.
Both shrinkage
and embedding
medium must

Cx

=

Mx/ (Md+(0)V'w)

=

Mx/Md

where V'w is the shrunken volume formerly
After embedding, one has
by water.
C - Mx/
x (Md+PeV"w)

(25)
occupied
(26)

where Pe is the density of the embedding medium
and V"w is the microvolume occupied by the embedding medium. Pe may well be similar to Pw.
How ever, V"w is likely to be considerably
less than Vw
because of shrinkage
on freeze-drying
and because
the embedding medium may not penetrate
and completely "fill" the available space (there may be small
voids).
For sections of frozen-dried
and embedded
blocks, the measurement of mmol/kg must give the
concentration
Cx of Eq. (26). Comparison of Eqs.
(24)-(26)
shows that this result will probably
be
somewhere between the value of mmol/kg "wet" (Cx
of Eq. (24)) and the many-fold
larger value of
mmol/kg "dry" (Cx of Eq. (25)).
Similar
ambiguity
must arise
in the measurements of mmol/kg in frozen-dried
and embedded
bulk specimens, and in specimens prepared by freezesubstitution
instead of freeze-drying.
And it should
be noted that choice of standard
- specifically
the
use of doped embedding medium or similar plastic
material
as a standard
- has no bearing
on the
problem.
E. Electron beam damage can partially
remove
both organic mass (Bahr et al., 1965) and particular
elements during a microanalysis.
Loss of organic
mass occurs sooner than most elemental losses.
If
there is a loss of organic mass without loss of an
element of interest,
one consequence
must be an increase in the measured value of mmol of element/kg,
since unchanged amounts of element come to be contained within a reduced mass of specimen.
There are
two ways to deal with this problem.
The simpler
way is to use standards
which probably undergo a
similar degree of mass loss.
Thus frozen-dried
cryosections
of doped proteinaceous
material (albumin
or gelatin) may be used for the analysis of frozendried cryosections
of proteinaceous
cells (Shuman et
al., 1976, 1977).
The second way is to use a cold
stage to inhibit mass-loss,
so that analysis may be
completed before much loss occurs.
This is a practical procedure
for analyses
at moderate
spatial
resolution
(Hall, 1986).
There is some doubt about the effectiveness
of
a cold-stage,
at liquid nitrogen
temperature,
as a
means of retarding
mass loss.
For collodion films,
disparate
data have been reported by Egerton (1980
a,b) and by Lamvik et al (1987).
For frozen-hydrated material, favorable
results with !-micrometer
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sections
have been reported
by Hall and Gupta
( 197 4), but results with ultra thin sections are much
less favorable (for review see Zierold, 1988). In the
author's
experience
it is difficult
to obtain results
which are fully consistent,
not only between laboratories but even in one laboratory.
There are several
possible reasons for the existing disparities,
including
the following: [ 1 J Beam damage may depend partly on
the environment
of the specimen,
(i.e., the state of
the "vacuum"
and the efficacy
of vapor trapping
around the specimen,
[ 2) Damage may depend partly
on the impact of ejected secondary
electrons,
which
return
to the specimen
(Howie, personal
communication).
This effect would depend strongly
on instrumental
configuration.
[3) Effective cooling of the
specimen depends on intimate contact with a conduc ting supporting
film, which is difficult
to achieve
consistently.
[ 4) The electron beam destabilises
and
fragments organic material, but some time may elapse
before the mobile fragments
actually leave an analysed microvolume.
The existence
of a "latent"
period is well established
(Egerton,
1980a).
Although
radiation
damage under
cold-stage
conditions
is not entirely predictable
in practice,
for
many biological
studies
it remains
possible
to
establish procedures
such that mass-loss during most
microanalyses
is slight, and to monitor mass-thickness during analysis to ensure that this condition is
achieved.
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Editor's
Note:
All of the reviewer's
concerns
were
appropriately
addressed
by text changes, hence there
is no Discussion
with Reviewers.
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